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Interesting Projects
Customized Flexible barrier at Tai O, Lantau

Rockfall barrier has been classified by the energy of a
falling rock impact, debris flow barrier takes a force
approach represented by the resistance to trap a volume
of debris. A flexible rockfall barrier has been redesigned
into a more rigid debris flow barrier.

Maccaferri 8,600 kJ rockfall system was remodelled
with stronger members and extra lateral cables (in this
case 22 numbers) to stiffen the barrier structure to the
required load capacity. But reducing flexibility increases all
anchor forces, doubling upslope anchor cables at each
post (from 2 to 4) and enlarging the plinth to pilecap size
(up to 6.5 x 2.8 x 2.5 m height) are necessary.

It took 4 months to compromise the consultant’s design
and Maccaferri’s manufacturing practicality, almost one
year to get design approval from various authorities.
Production and shipment took 6 months and the barrier
(which is nicknamed Monster Two, there was another
customized monster One installed at Ap Lei Chau back in
2015) was completed in 6 months in early November
2021. Steven has all the details stevenlee@g-and-e.com.

Retaining structure (NE/2015/02)

Post footing Monster Two

Deploying HDPE Membrane for Landscaping Pond (Shek O)
Cascade stream (1 m wide) bridging small water ponds

(2.5 m x 35 m x 600 mm depth) are specific garden features
in a Shek O private residence. The stream course runs about
30 m at a steep gradient of 45°, meandering and connecting
3 small ponds. Waterproofing lining with rock art and stone
culture are necessary to mimic a natural waterway.

HDPE geomembrane is common to landscape pond
waterproofing material, being flexible and weldable to form
an impermeable integral system in any shape and size.

Layout of HDPE 
waterproofing geomembrane

Complete waterproofing 
underneath the rockery stream

Geogrid provides 
friction to 

ornamental rock art

HDPE membrane laid on grade, 
welded to ensure waterproofing

Because of the steepness, rock
work cannot be instable on
the smooth membrane
surface. A geogrid netting was
welded onto the membrane
surface to hold plastering,
stones, rocks and gravels in
place, perfect at time of
construction before concrete
sets. stanley@g-and-e.com

Massive foundation 
of Monster Two

Massive lateral cables 
Monster Two

Overview of Monster Two

Lateral cable in 
Monster One

Customised flexible barrier 
at Ap Lei Chau Monster One
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Landscape with Geosynthetics
Geosynthetics was first developed for geotechnical engineering now

finds application in landscaping work, roof garden and sustainable
greening. Geotextile filter is used in soil aggregate separation, drainage cell
to replace granular, HDPE membrane as root barrier & pond lining,
geocomposite for roof drainage, coir mat in erosion control, geocell for soil
retaining, drainage box for water retention, paving cell for grass
protection, concrete canvas as weed cover, geogrid as climber trellis and
many others. Check these links (green roof, landscape, ZIS) or call Adam
adam@g-and-e.com for details, technical submission, mock-up sampling,
method statement and installation methodology, pricing and availability.

Central Kowloon Route Kai
Tak West section involves the
construction of a 370 m
underwater tunnel and
demolition of public pier at Ma
Tau Kok. Removal of seawall and
cofferdam reclamation requires
turbidity control. Silt curtain
comes in handy and is effective.
72 spans (1,440 m) standard
type were delivered from Korea
between October 2018 to March
2021, in line with various phase
of work. The silt curtain comes in
with float, ballast chain, curtain
body and all connection
accessories, a ready to assemble
and deploy DIY unit. Check with
natural@g-and-e.com

Silt Curtain for Construction Work at Ma Tu Kok (HY/2014/07)

Cofferdam at Kowloon Bay 

Ready to 
deploy 

Deployment of 
silt curtain

Geotextile for Rock and Sand Separation (HY/2014/07)
A section of the Central Kowloon Bypass has a subsea cut and cover

tunnel constructed at Ma Tau Wai through temporary reclamation.
Cofferdam was built to form the reclamation. The tunnel concrete structure

NW20 geotextile prior to placing rockfill

requires a protection layer of 500 mm of sand and 1,000 mm of rockfill to
match the final seabed level. A 265 gsm non-woven geotextile, Bontec
NW20, supplied by Bontexgeo, Belgium was adopted as the rock and sand
interface. The geotextile was accepted in consideration to its inertness to
marine environment, durability, strength and separation characteristic.

Cofferdam at 
Ma Tau Kok

New Product / Application

Temporary Access Road at Lok Ma Chau Loop (YL/2020/01)
The 400 m access road to the site is by way through soft soil area largely abandoned fishponds made up of

muddy clay, certain sections are submerged, only some areas are on grade. A suitable stable temporary
reinforcement over the soft formation is sought to form a more durable and maintenance free passage.

Geogrid was used as basal reinforcement to support traffic load on soft ground. The embankment sits 4 m height,
9.75 m wide with side slope 1:2.5 to 1:2. Two layers of 235 kN/m uni-axial polyester geogrid, with spacing of 300
mm apart, was designed to improve the bearing. Public fill is used primarily as backfill. Stanley@g-and-e.com

250 kN/m geogrid at formation First layer of backfill on geogrid

Biodegradable Erosion Mat
Geocell

Geotextile
Drainage Geocomposite

Root Barrier

Drainage Cell
Water Retention Box

Geosynthetic Clay Liner

Geotextile

https://gandehk-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/marjorie_g-and-e_com/EQl4IYoopm5Ivv1OwAQ16aEBoZOfZEZG_8EGkZo76ukg6w?e=kZCnGn
chrome-extension://efaidnbmnnnibpcajpcglclefindmkaj/viewer.html?pdfurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.g-and-e.com%2Fproduct%2Fmain%2F403%2Fupload%2Fproduct%2F403%2Fself%2F618889b419ceb.pdf
https://gandehk-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/marjorie_g-and-e_com/EbczBO7vuIxHvfRXYAyDwdsB0FSDYOu4r_EDnmeOzWwpwg?e=Ell4YU
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Opinion Column
Geosynthetics Specification

Specification should be an explicit set of requirements of a
geosynthetics derived and tested when it was first produced. But it has
taken three very different approaches to produce a specification:
proprietary, performance and generic.

Proprietary specification prescribes uniqueness that deftly exclude
competition and often offers limited real benefit to the owner,
regulator, or designer. Such marketing exercise is to be avoided.
Performance specification requires knowledgeable engineers. The
geosynthetic population is too small to pursue this excellence.

Technical Note
Northumberlandia – Human Ionic Sculpture

Northumberlandia an earth sculpture (400 m long by 34 m high, a 20-
minute walk around along a 1.16 km foot path) in Cramlington, North
England is a centrepiece in a 19 hectares public park. It was sculpted in
2010 by renowned landscape architect Charles Jencks, at the time of
construction, the largest worldwide. The feature also serves as a noise
barrier and visual buffer against the adjacent Shotton surface coal mine.
Vegetation was established as the permanent surface feature.

Facial details reinforced chin and 
lip, gabion nose

Side view of the face 
during construction

Face details with 
reinforced soil slopes

Reinforced fill slope was adopted to construct the steep and different
shape of the chin, nose, nostrils and eye-brows. The technique finds
flexibility and efficiency to match the intricate area of facial
representation. Tenax offered the engineering and the necessary
geogrid. Northumberlandia is another example of reinforced fill
versatility blend into landscape design. Ask gary@g-and-e.com

Generic specification compromises project objectives, competing products and commoditizing. While this is the
best and positive role, the selection of pertinent but not superfluous criteria are diligent matter. An important
caveat is that generic specification should be kept current when product evolution, existing issues and field
evaluation are experienced. Gary has more: gary@g-and-e.com
Stabilization vs Reinforcement : What is the Difference ?? 

While these two terms are often used interchangeably in geogrid
application, ISO now has different definitions. Stabilization refers to the
improvement of the mechanical behaviour of the unbounded granular
material such that deformation is reduced by interlocking movement of
granular material within a set of low strength geosynthetics. The
application is to stiffen the formation, resists rutting, improves bearing
and increases traffic capacity of road work system.

Whereas reinforcement refers to the improve of the mechanical
properties of the soil using stress stain behaviour of geosynthetics such
that load applied continuously to a soil mass is translated into the high
tensile stress of the geosynthetics. Here, the application is to strengthen
the soil in steep slope and wall.

Tensile strength is therefore not an absolute indicator of gauging
geosynthetics performance. Full scale testing has demonstrated effective
stabilization with low strength geosynthetic. Stevenlee@g-and-e.com

Completed in February 2012

Reinforcement 
Geogrid

Stablizing
Geogrid
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Reader’s Response
Let us hear from you. Write to us at newsletter@g-and-e.com.  For back issue, please write to newsletter@g-and-e.com
or visit our website at www.g-and-e.com. 

Disclaimer The materials contained in this newsletter are provided  for general information purpose only and do not constitute legal or other professional advice.

G and E Company Limited
14th Floor, Kiu Yin Commercial Building, 361-363 Lockhart Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong
Tel: 2570 0103   Fax: 2570 0089   e-mail: info@g-and-e.com http://www.g-and-e.com

Tell a Colleague - Want your colleague to receive G and E Times also, click here.

Unsubscribe If you do not wish to receive G and E Times in the future, please reply to this e-mail stating “Unsubscribe” in the subject.
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It comes to our notice that the calendar has become a welcoming handy
desk planner since its first print 10 years ago. We started the distribution
this year in November, going unexpectedly fast. There may still be some
copies available now, call shan@g-and-e.com for the very last few.

For Your Information

2022 G and E Calendar

Persistent Volatile Prices and long delivery lead time
Covid-19 has interrupted

worldwide supply chain (oil price
surges) and restricted freight
logistics (lack of containers),
prices and availability of
geotextile, geosynthetics in
general will stay high and long
delivery lead time will persist in
the near future. While we have
improved our inventory, It is
beneficial to plan ahead of your
requirement to enjoy stable
pricing, continuous supply and
prompt delivery. Check with
Shan, shan@g-and-e.com.

The G and E Team lunch meeting

A Devoted Team that has been with you over the years 
The team that answers your

inquiry, technical support, urgent
delivery, site assistance and most
important, make your problem
disappeared is here to excel. While
we are a small team, but we have a
combined 125 years of experience, 6
of us have been in the field for over
13 years. Reliability, devotion and
trust are here to stay with you.

2022 G and E calendar

Our Christmas Gathering

Mega Merger: GSE – Solmax – Tencate – Propex
Following the takeover of GSE by Solmax in December 2017 partnering two giant HDPE geomembrane

producers (our #37 issue), our principle, Solmax, has also acquired Tencate, Netherland and Propex, USA in April
and November this year, accelerating the promotion and awareness of highly technical and specialized
geosynthetic solution. Meanwhile, two of our principles ABG, UK (a geocomposite manufacturer and BontexGeo,
Belgium (a geotextile manufacturer) has joined hand together in May this year. Gary has these international
integrations merits. Gary has the economic of scale cost synergy : gary@g-and-e.com.
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